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Top Positive Review Adrianna p. 12/25/20 Hello at Adrianna, and today I will talk about Scentbird. I have been scentbird since August 2020 and so far I am really happy with the results. There are amazing products, I love the way they come, and the delivery doesn't take too long. It is perfect
if you want to test a perfume before you also buy the whole bottle. I am certainly looking forward to them coming every month. They have so much to choose from at a pretty good price. This is a perfect gift for a loved one. And there are sprays for men and women. See positive reviews Top
Critical Review sam. 7/31/20 I had enough problems with this site when I used it the one time (they charged me like SO much extra), but luckily after harassing their lazy customer service representatives, I finally got my money back and announced my membership immediately thinking that
this was the last time I had to deal with them. Then 4 months later I notice a strange fee of 200 dollars in my bank account and get an email with the inscription Whoops all our data was hacked hehe so yes, they suck, never give you business:( See critical reviews I love the actual service
and the products are amazing. However, for the last 2 months I had problems with shipping. I will be charged for my monthly fee near the first of the month and then towards the end of the month I will receive an email stating that my shipment has been delayed (well obvious!) and I can
finally get my shipment right at the end of the month. The shipment in October was almost completely skipped until I contacted customer service to inform them of the error and they re-entered the information. This is becoming a problem, and although I understand that COVID-19 has made
things difficult, at least to say it, if this is not corrected in a satisfactory way, I may have to consider quitting my service, which I honestly do not want to do. Subscription boxes have changed the beauty game, and the successful model is here to stay. After all, we live in a world where we can
bring the heart's desire to our doorstep, usually within 24 hours. And when it comes to beauty, a universe full of infinite possibilities when someone helps you land on your new favorite product is an absolute stroke of luck. This is especially true when shopping online for a signature
fragrance, because, well, there is (yet) no scratching and sniffing function on your laptop. Enter Scentbird, a subscription service that makes shopping for fragrances easy, individual and delivered to your doorstep. When it comes to fragrance, I'm a loyalist. (Until I get bored, that is, and must
My vanity is a graveyard of almost full perfume bottles that have fallen out of rotation. I have dropped some serious cash on fragrance flings just to surpass their olfactory satisfaction. My lack of commitment when it comes to perfume preference makes me an ideal candidate to test the
Scentbird model, which is exactly what I did. Is Scentbird worth it? Find out below. For studs, Scentbird is a subscription subscription which sends them a test-sized vial of fragrances (from brands such as Prada, Gucci, Nest, Tom Ford and more) per month at a low monthly price: just under
15 dollars. The idea of lifestyle gurus and branding magicians Mariya Nurislamova, Rachel ten Brink, Sergei Gusev and Andrei Rebrov, Scentbird allows you to order a deluxe sample of fragrance that arrives in a package every month custom order. For a monthly subscription fee, your 30-
day fragrance offer will be delivered to your door until you unsubscribe. Scentbird has also recently launched its own fragrance line, Confessions of a Rebel, as well as homewares and wellness items that you can buy as one-time purchases. Browse the site and you'll find deals from brands
such as Joanna Vargas, Make, Glow Recipe and the new Deck of Scarlet line – also founded by Nurislamova. No word yet on whether Scentbird plans to include beauty offerings in its subscription services. When you sign up for Scentbird, you'll be guided through a fragrance quiz to find
your perfect match. The site will come up with recommendations and add them to your monthly queue. You can plan a whole year of fragrances, as each 30-millilitre sample is designed for 30 days. Choose from over 500 perfumes from old houses such as Prada, Tom Ford and Burberry, as
well as other niche brands such as Ellis Brooklyn and Juliette Has A Gun. More helpful than the quiz is a description of fragrance classifications, such as flowers, wood, gourmands, water. You can also sort scents by ingredients, such as anise or cardamom. This is an extremely helpful
feature as it becomes really specific, breaking any scent of note. For example, if I choose Malin + Goetz' Moroccan fig, I can look for other fragrances that contain fig scents, such as Nest's Indigo. If the grade sorting doesn't do it for you, you can search for fragrances by occasion,
personality and season. As soon as you fill your queue, your fragrances will be shipped to you for a monthly fee of 14.95 USD. You can update your subscription and buy three-, six- and 12-month packages for a discounted long-term savings plan. You will also receive a travel bag with a
spray nozzle that connects to each fragrance bottle. This is really cute and handy, and keeps perfume from spilling in your wallet, so score. The fragrance line is extensive, and there is something for every taste. I'm not so into old people's brands, and more in perfume oils and artisanal
brands like Le Labo and Byredo. Although you won't find them on Scentbird, I found Joya's composition No. 1, a citrus perfume oil with notes of sandalwood, jasmine, mandarin and tuberose. I love the velvety skin feel of this new fragrance, and the notes match the product description. At
Scentbird: Versace, Burberry, Tocca, Jason Wu, Juicy Mugler, Calvin Klein, Philosophy, Michael Kors and more. Not at Scentbird: Le Labo, Byredo and others. I also received a free sample of Scentbird's signature Get A Room fragrance from the Confessions of a Line. Get a Room is
marketed as an exotic forbidden apple scent with notes of vanilla and adhesive. I wouldn't have been drawn to this fragrance, but I'm pleasantly surprised. I also love how it layers with Joya's composition No. 1, i.e. bonus points for recording a sample with complementary olfactory aromas. If
you can manage your Netflix subscription, you can easily switch to a subscription to Scentbird. The system prompts you to update your queue. If you do not, you will automatically receive the specified fragrance of the month. Scent is definitely feasible, but the more you commit to the
subscription, the more you save. The three-month package costs USD 43.50, savings of USD 1.50; the six-month package costs 84 USD, savings of 6 USD; the 12-month package costs 162 USD, savings of 17 USD. You can also pause your subscription at any time. The customer service
is quite responsive, with a representative answering my questions by email within 24 hours. According to a Business Insider article, Scentbird had some delays in shipping issues when it switched fulfillment centers in the fall of 2018, but has since addressed those concerns. I had no
problems getting my order, and was able to track it online with ease. Overall, if you build your fragrance library to layer fragrances or just keep your signature aroma airy, Scentbird is definitely worth it. What makes the brand legit is the intensive research and sorting system to find fragrances
in a way that is accessible and headache-free. Plus, you can't really beat the convenience when shopping for fragrance online. This post was not sponsored by Scentbird nor was I compensated for writing this article. All the opinions expressed in this article are my own. Is Scentbird worth it?
Read on. If you love fragrances, you've probably heard of Scentbird and wondered about the benefits of a perfume or fragrance subscription. I know I was there! I love fragrances, but hate to be tied to a bottle. Or worse spending hundreds of dollars just to stock up on a few scents at once.
Can you refer to this? You've seen the ads. And you've probably seen mixed Scentbird reviews. And the question was: Is Scentbird worth it? I have been a paying subscriber to the Scentbird subscription service since June 2015. To be honest, i was shocked by the reviews I read about
other people's subscriptions to Scentbird Beauty Box. I looked at my account and thought about my experience with this monthly subscription membership site. We all know that assessments to the left or right are against or in favour of a can be distorted. So: I thought now was the time to
talk about my Scentbird review. This rating contribution should help YOU decide whether Scentbird is worth your money (or not!). Tell me more, Louisa! What is Scentbird and how does Scentbird work? Source: Scentbird Instagram WHAT IS SCENTBIRD? Scentbird is a perfume
subscription company created as an alternative too much for full bottles created by expensive designers used at the end. This fragrance subscription allows girls and boys to try out a wide range of authentic perfumes before spending the money on full bottles of fragrances like Dolce &amp;
Gabbana and DKNY. What is the bottom line? If you're in the early stages of trying out and experimenting with different scents and aren't sure what you (or a friend) might like, Scentbird is a great way to start with a budget. HOW DOES SCENTBIRD WORK? Scentbird works in three simple
ways: Choose your subscription – as a new member you will receive a month delivery from an 8ml (0.27 oz) atomizer of a perfume or Cologne of your choice. This corresponds to a 31-day supply if you use 4 sprays per day. And a free refillable case with your first order perfect for travel. No
taxes or shipping costs for only 14.95 USD/month. Choose your fragrance – choose your perfume selection from over 450 designers and niche fragrances. Not sure what you want? Choose from one of the bestsellers or sort by scent type, style or occasion. Alternatively, Scentbird will send
you the perfume of the month if you leave your queue blank. Get your scent – Every month or at your chosen delivery frequency, Scentbird delivers your fragrance to your doorstep with a free refillable suitcase with your first order, even if you live in Alaska (true story). Does SCENTBIRD
CARRY AUTHENTIC FRAGRANCES? According to the website of Scentbird, yes. Only 100% authentic fragrances provided by authorized vendors or directly from the brands are used to fill subscription boxes (source). Based on my more than 4 years with Scentbird, I have had no
problems with my beauty box. They last long and smell great. As a consumer, I don't think they're selling fake, knock-off or imitation scents. HOW SIGN UP FOR SCENTBIRD? Signing up for a Scentbird subscription is pretty easy. Go to the Scentbird website here and click the Getting
Started button. And that's it! The subscription rate is a flat rate of USD 14.95 per month and savings for prepayment for 3, 6 or 12 months at the same time. Here is the breakdown of each package (source): 1-month package (14.95 USD), 3-month package (43.50 USD, savings of 1.50
USD), 6-month package (84 USD, savings of 6 USD), 12-month package (162 USD, savings of 17 USD). You can also subscribe every two months or every three months. I'm currently on the 14.95 dollars per month package and chose a frequency of every three months. Source: Scentbird
Instagram The beauty of Scentbird is that there are no hidden fees or additional charges for shipping and handling in certain states except for sales tax. Pretty CAN I BUY A PERFUME WITHOUT ABO? You can definitely shop at Scentbird even if you don't have a subscription. The
Scentbird Shop is often updated with new perfumes and Cologneers, including exclusive brands, limited fragrances, niche fragrances and more (source). They even have gift sets that are perfect for both men and women. You can use a gift subscription, gift boxes, gift boxes, Gift cards for
family and friends. The gift boxes offer 3 pre-selected luxury fragrances in limited case colours and a free month Scentbird. These are some of my favorites: BENEFITS OF A SCENTBIRD SUBSCRIPTION access to new fragrances at a fraction of the priceTry before you buy aka no buyer
remorse! The perfect travel companion8 ml designer and niche fragrance in a stunning caseFree Shipping and no hidden feesNEW! Access to skin care, makeup and candles But here is the kicker: DRAWBACKS OF A SCENTBIRD SUBSCRIPTION No return or exchange. So be sure that
you have a selection of fragrances that you want in your queueNot the best value for money if you prefer mainstream perfumesThis is a small business (shipping delays were a problem)Do you want to cancel your subscription? Your only options are to use a contact form or a E-Mail-
support@scentbird.com. You can't call anyone to talk directly to them. Well, that wouldn't be a problem if Scentbird responded promptly to customer requests. In fact, the small hosting company I used for this blog responds to emails within a few hours and no direct line. This raises the
question, is Scentbird worth it? The short answer is YES, Scentbird is worth it. The long answer is that it depends on what you're looking for. A simple search on BBB and Sitejabber does not show such pleasant reviews of Scentbird with a large part of them related to shipping and delivery in
2018. That is, I had a few delivery delays, but I attributed life in Alaska to them, as packages usually take a few more days to get to me. Since Moving to the East Coast, I've received a Scentbird package, and it arrived on time. Scentbird is an excellent option for niche or hard-to-try designer
fragrances (such as Amouage and Tom Ford). You get a 0.27 ounce tub filled with decanter, which is several times larger than traditional perfume samples (0.05 oz). Here's a side-by-side of my latest Scentbird atomizer next to a retail sample. IS SCENTBIRD WORTH IT? Last Thoughts:
Scentbird is an exciting way to try out a month's range of luxury and niche perfumes at a price that doesn't work every month or in a frequency (every other month, every 3 months – like me – or the hold on your membership only when you're ready for a new fragrance) that works for you.
The brand's growing range of skincare products, make-up and candle collection is an advantage that would give subscribers a wide variety to choose from. As with most things in life, there are risks associated with everything we do. Some of the risks associated with Scentbird are
highlighted above. If these do not disturb you, then, with all give this beauty box subscription a try. If you already know what you like and stick to this fragrances season by season, you're better off shopping for full-size bottles of these fragrances at trusted retailers like Perfumania,
FragranceNet, Perfume.com, Nordstrom, Ulta, Sephora... However, if you are interested in experimenting with new and authentic fragrances, experiment, is worth every penny. Scentbird is a great one-stop shop for all your fragrance needs for men and women who would otherwise break
the bank. If you decide to buy after clicking on one of my links, I will make a small commission at no extra cost for you. Your support helps keep this blog running. Thank you very much! FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS RELATED TO SCENTBIRD REVIEWS How do I get a free
Scentbird trial? There is currently no free trial for Scentbird. However, you can click on this link and enter GETSCENTS to save 30% off your first order. What are the best Scentbird perfumes? Here you will find the best Scentbird perfumers. Source: Scentbird Instagram How long does it
take to get your Scentbird package? According to the Scentbird website, your very first Scentbird package should be shipped within days of your subscription order. Expect it to arrive 7 to 10 days after shipping (source). Subsequent scent boxes should be delivered on the 15th of each
month. What is a niche Cologne? Niche köln refers to small boutique craft perfume studios, whose presence in mainstream retail stores is minimal or non-existent. So you can find these fragrances at a perfume specialist or high-end fragrance boutique (source). Here are 7 Top Niche
Cologne available from Scentbird: if you wear a niche perfume, you carry the story of the perfumer's ingenuity in a tangible form (source). Is Scentbird legit? Yes it is! Other frequently asked questions about Scentbird How do I get a ScentBird voucher or a free trial? ScentBird does not
currently offer a free trial. But new members automatically get 25% off with their trial version of ScentBird HERE. How many fragrances do you get with Scentbird? With the standard Scentbird subscription (that's what I have) you get a fragrance every month for 14.95 dollars with free
shipping. If can also opt for 2 fragrances per month at 25 or 3 fragrances per month at 35 dollars. How long does Scentbird last? The monthly atomizer of 0.27 ounces (8 ml) should last 30 days if you use 4 sprays per day. Mine takes up to two months because I use fewer sprays. Does
Scentbird Dior Sauvage? Yes, Scentbird wears Dior Sauvage. Since writing this post, I have received a few requests to review Scentbox. Scentbox is similar to Scentbird, but a little different. Stay tuned for my scentbird vs fragrant box review post soon. In the meantime, you can save 35%
off your first Scentbox with the code SCENT35! Interested in more beauty-related posts? Check out these popular posts: PIN FOR LATER! [show_ltk_widget_version_two rows=2 cols=4 show_frame=true user_id=65525 padding=4 app_id=747826281 1e5-96ef-22000b0f8f3a]
profileid=4be2e1de-ff30-11e5-96if-22000b0f8f3a] profileid=4be2e1de-ff30-11e5-96ef-22000b0f8f3a]
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